Cone model-based SEP event calculations for applications to multipoint observations
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Abstract

The problem of modeling solar energetic particle (SEP) events is important to both space weather research and forecasting, and yet it has seen relatively little progress. Most important SEP events are associated with coronal mass ejections (CMEs) that drive coronal and interplanetary shocks. These shocks can continuously produce accelerated particles from the ambient medium to well beyond 1 AU. This paper describes an effort to model real SEP events using a Center for Integrated Space weather Modeling (CISM) MHD solar wind simulation including a cone model of CMEs to initiate the related shocks. In addition to providing observation-inspired shock geometry and characteristics, this MHD simulation describes the time-dependent observer field line connections to the shock source. As a first approximation, we assume a shock jump-parameterized source strength and spectrum, and that scatter-free transport occurs outside of the shock source, thus emphasizing the role the shock evolution plays in determining the modeled SEP event profile. Three halo CME events on May 12, 1997, November 4, 1997 and December 13, 2006 are used to test the modeling approach. While challenges arise in the identification and characterization of the shocks in the MHD model results, this approach illustrates the importance to SEP event modeling of globally simulating the underlying heliospheric event. The results also suggest the potential utility of such a model for forecasting and for interpretation of separated multipoint measurements such as those expected from the STEREO mission.
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1. Introduction

Several decades of solar energetic particle (SEP) event observations have led to important conceptual pictures of the relationships between the ion flux time profiles and their associated solar and interplanetary events (Cane et al., 1988; Reames, 1999; Tylka, 2001; Klecker et al., 2006). The great majority of SEP ions are protons which reach energies up to the GeV range on occasion. Significant events involve a moving, evolving shock source that may survive well past 1 AU. These SEP events are often referred to as gradual events due to their long duration (up to several days) compared to the smaller impulsive events commonly associated with small-to-modest flares. Gradual events observed at the Lagrangian upstream location (L1) typically start around the time of a Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) that is headed toward Earth, and therefore appears as a ‘halo’ around the solar disk in coronagraph images (e.g. Kahler, 2007). Radio bursts accompanying these CMEs are thought to signify the early formation of a shock wave that evolves as the coronal plasma and magnetic field making up the CME ejecta moves outward and expands.
The first SEP particles may arrive when the shock is still close to the Sun, at which time the observer may see a beamed or anisotropic distribution of particles focused along the interplanetary magnetic field (e.g. Reames et al., 2001). The highest energies arrive first, as the fastest particles emitted by the early shock win the race to reach the observer. Interplanetary shocks produced by CMEs have been inferred to either accelerate and then decelerate in the case of modest CME velocities (~<600 km/s), or to decelerate continuously for CMEs that start with very high speeds (up to ~2500 km/s) close to the Sun. If the shock crosses the 1 AU observer’s location, the beamlike nature of the SEP pitch angle distribution broadens and the flux at lower (< a few MeV) energies may be enhanced as if these particles are temporarily trapped in its vicinity. This so-called ESP or Energetic Storm Particles event is a special part of gradual SEP events that provides a look inside the shock source itself. The CME ejecta may also be detected in the post-shock plasma and magnetic field data, and is often associated with a reduction in the SEP event intensity, as if its magnetic fields form a barrier to their entry into that structure (e.g. Cane, 2000). The complete in-situ structure of shock and ejecta, usually referred to as an ICME or Interplanetary CME, thus provides important complementary information when interpreting a measured SEP event profile.

Theoretical work related to the acceleration and transport of shock-generated SEPs has similarly developed over decades (e.g. Lee, 1983, 2005; Ng and Reames, 1994; Giacalone and Kota, 2006). The generally held paradigm involves diffusive acceleration and scattering by waves, both ambient and self-generated, as primary factors in describing what is observed (e.g. as treated analytically by Lee, 2005). Various assumptions, usually involving the solution of some form of Boltzmann equation in a spherical geometry, have been introduced to obtain both analytical and numerical descriptions of gradual SEP event time profiles, including ion composition variations (e.g. Ng and Reames, 1994; Ng et al., 1999). In particular, these theoretical treatments suggest the extent to which the particles can be viewed as moving through a prescribed background magnetic field, with scattering from ambient field fluctuations, versus generating their own scattering centers through anisotropy-related instabilities (e.g. see the discussion by Tylka, 2001). However, the ability to include realistic background coronal and solar wind structure, and to simulate real events that consistently combine the ICME and SEP events, has remained elusive.

Realistic SEP event models are a highly desired part of space weather simulations, due to both their fundamental interest as an astrophysical research tool and the practical need for related hazard predictions (e.g. Balch, 1999; Mewaldt, 2006). A successful SEP event model relies on the successful description of the background heliospheric plasma and magnetic field, both ambient and disturbed, as well as the SEP source(s) and transport. Compounding these challenges, SEP sources include both flare and CME/ICME shock contributions, with a possible role for background suprathermal ion seed populations (e.g. Cane et al., 2003). In spite of these difficulties, a few attempts have been made to numerically model the shock-accelerated component of SEP time profiles, both semi-empirically (see Heras et al., 1992; Kallenrode and Wibberenz, 1997; Lario et al., 1998; Aran et al., 2006, 2007, 2008) and using MHD models of an interplanetary shock together with the assumption of diffusive acceleration and transport (Li et al., 2003; Kota et al., 2005; Kocharov et al., 2009). All of these methods rely on various simplifying assumptions to either make the problem more mathematically or computationally tractable, or to fill in for poorly constrained parameters. These include adopted descriptions of the scattering magnetic field fluctuations and/or diffusion coefficients, and of the underlying large scale plasma and magnetic field geometry including the moving shock. In general, the issue of how much of a gradual SEP event time profile is determined by the evolving shock properties and observer connection details, versus the diffusive aspects of shock acceleration and particle transport, is rarely emphasized and not yet resolved. Diffusive processes, or their ‘focused diffusion’ variants (e.g. Ruffolo et al., 1998), are generally presumed to dominate. Yet the shock source evolution is an essential factor in the physics of the problem and in defining real event profiles (e.g. see Heras et al., 1992, 1994; Kallenrode and Wibberenz, 1997).

The approach described by Luhmann et al. (2007), for ~10–100 MeV protons, provides another alternative that emphasizes and tests for the shock evolution importance in SEP event profiles. In this case both the shock and SEP transport information are derived from an MHD model of an ICME that is initiated using a cone model description of a CME derived from coronagraph images (Howard et al., 1982; Fisher and Munro, 1984; Zhao et al., 2002). The realistic ambient solar wind MHD simulation is based on photospheric magnetograms, while the ICMEs are created by the cone model-based injection(s) of high speed, high density ‘gusts’ at the inner boundary of the solar wind model (Odstrcil et al., 2004, 2005). We use a particular version of this combined CME cone model and MHD solar wind model called CORHEL, developed and tested as part of the Sun-to-Earth space weather simulation of the Center for Integrated Space Weather Modeling – CISM (Luhmann et al., 2004). This simplified approach to ICME modeling provides a first-order 3D, time-dependent description of an interplanetary shock and the interplanetary conditions resulting from a particular observed CME, similar to the earlier models of Dryer (1996) and Fry et al. (2003) (also see Smith et al., 2009). Our method then treats the SEP source as a shock strength-parameterized ‘black box’, similar to the semi-empirical models of Heras, Kallenrode, Lario and their coauthors. The SEP protons are injected onto a sequence of the observer-connected model field lines intersecting the moving shock location, after which they adiabatically propa-
gate in the ambient modeled magnetic fields without further scattering to an observer at 1 AU. Significant differences from others’ earlier models, in addition to the nominally scatter-free transport assumption, include the ways in which the time-dependent 3D MHD simulation results are incorporated (as described below). Here the results from three CORHEL case studies are used to demonstrate the extent to which the simplest form of the model approximates the related observed proton events, including one detected by the STEREO spacecraft.

In the following sections, the CORHEL results for the well-studied May 12, 1997 CME case, previously treated in Luhmann et al. (2007), and two other halo CME events in November, 1997 and in December 2006 soon after the STEREO (Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory) launch, are first described. These events were selected because they had fairly simple, readily identified SEP events and because their cone model parameters had previously undergone some testing in order to produce reasonable descriptions of L1 point observations surrounding their related ICME passage. The May 1997 case used here is based on a newer cone model parameter set and shock identification procedure than were used in the Luhmann et al. (2007) initial SEP event model test. In addition to presenting additional examples of our scheme for L1 SEP events, we compute SEP event profiles for a number of other 1 AU locations with respect to the Earth. These illustrate the longitudinal dependence of the modeled events, including the potential for applications to STEREO multi-point measurement interpretation as the spacecraft continue to separate. We note this model has been designed to run without user intervention once a set of CME cone model parameters has been determined from coronagraph observations of a CME. It is thus potentially suited to a forecast mode of operation, although a SEP event may well be in progress already by the time the cone model parameters have been derived.

2. Assumptions of the SEP event model

As noted above, and described in Luhmann et al. (2007), our approach to SEP event modeling differs from others, including that of Kocharov et al. (2009) who also uses a combined CME cone/solar wind model, and Aran et al. (2007, 2008) who use a similar solar observation-based MHD ICME model. Although these other authors similarly incorporate information on the shock derived from the MHD simulation results, our baseline assumption is that the influence of the shock evolution dominates over diffusive transport in determining the SEP time profiles. In the present version of our model, previously run CORHEL results are first analyzed by a shock identification algorithm (described below) that both locates and characterizes the simulated ICME shock on observer-connected field lines in snapshots of the gridded MHD variables. A SEP event is then simulated with a series of impulsive particle injections from the location of the ICME shock on the sequence of observer-connected field lines. No a priori assumption is made about near-Sun injection (e.g. Kocharov et al., 2009), or that knowledge can be derived from the measured SEP event to describe the time-dependent shock injections (e.g. Aran et al., 2007). The present model is a completely forward-modeling approach with the exception of the magnetograph-derived solar wind boundary conditions, and coronagraph-derived cone parameters that characterize the ICME in the CORHEL code. For each field line the injected flux and energy spectrum depend on the shock properties and occur at the time of observer connection only. The results of these impulsive injections are then integrated to approximate what is observed, in a Green’s function manner (also see Kallenrode and Wibberenz, 1997, for use of a similar philosophy of SEP event reconstruction). This is a simplifying approximation based on the additional assumption that the particles generated around the time of the observer connection dominate what is detected.

We note that if unlimited access to a supercomputer was assumed, one could take the more accurate first steps of determining the entire SEP time profile on every field line in the model that the observer is ever connected to throughout the event. This would entail first determining the observer-connected field lines for every CORHEL code time step, and then tracing them back to their solar latitude and longitude of origin. One would then have to recover the complete history of the field line rooted at that location on the Sun (assuming no field line footpoint movement) for all earlier time steps, including the shock history on it (not just the shock parameters at the time of observer connection as is done in our current approach). Next the entire time profile of the SEPs on each field line that the observer is ever connected to would need to be computed. Finally, the ‘observer event profile’ would be constructed from the sequence of individual field line SEP profiles by adopting the flux and spectrum at the time of observer connection for each field line. This concept was illustrated in Luhmann et al. (2007, JASR v.40, in Fig. 4, right column). Hence one of the purposes of the present case studies is to test the simplifying assumption that the contribution to a SEP event from each observer-connected field line is dominated by the flux and spectrum injected at the time of observer connection to the shock.

Here we also invoke the simplest scenario, neglecting any special treatment related to the ESP (Energetic Storm Particle) increases of particle flux associated with the shock passage, any contributions of related or ongoing flares at the Sun or any prior CME activity, and any dependence of the shock source injection on the shock normal angle. The injected 10–100 MeV protons have an isotropic angular distribution, with a power law energy spectrum and intensity dependent on the shock jumps from the CORHEL model results. In the present model we adopt a spectral index often used to describe the results of diffusive acceleration within the shock vicinity, depending on the compression ratio $dn$ according to the formula $(dn + 2)/$
The intensity of each injection $Q$ is weighted by a velocity jump $(dV)$-dependent factor according to $\log Q \sim dV$ as empirically derived in earlier models (see Lario et al., 1997). An additional $1/r^2$ factor allows for the dilution of flux due to radial expansion with distance from the Sun. Further numerical experimentation with this source description, including provision for evolving spectral shapes, is planned. As previously noted we further assume that all energization occurs at the injection site at the shock.

The subsequent transport in the CORHEL interplanetary fields is scatter-free, but includes any mirroring dictated by the field topology along the particle trajectories. Again, a primary aim of these calculations is to test our assumptions about the dominant factor(s) defining shock-related SEP event profiles, which are in contrast to other treatments emphasizing diffusive acceleration and transport throughout the inner heliosphere at the outset. While we have reduced the problem to its most elementary level to start, the scheme allows the option to add in Monte-Carlo-like pitch angle scattering during transport (e.g. Scholer and Morfill, 1975), or other approximations that mimic diffusive effects (e.g. Pei et al., 2006) as comparisons with observations demand. It is also relatively straightforward to add fixed flare sources at the inner boundary. Testing these additions is beyond the scope of the present study, which is designed to investigate how much influence the moving shock source profile and interplanetary field configuration have on their own.

There are a number of additional questions that can be explored within this model framework. For example, it is a straightforward matter to add shock normal angle as a parameter in characterizing the intensity and spectrum of the injections at the shock (e.g. Tylka and Lee (2006)) as comparisons with observations demand. However, we defer discussion of the anisotropy evolution to a subsequent report with usable multipoint anisotropy data, e.g. from STEREO spacecraft observations.

In fact the most important addition needed for the next model versions is arguably inclusion of the coronal portion of the ICME shock (inside 20–30 solar radii, Rs), which is currently not part of CORHEL or any of its cone modeling counterparts. Although all parts of the inner heliosphere shock and field provided to the SEP model codes are automatically included in the SEP event calculation, CORHEL models with detailed CME descriptions in the coronal portion of the model, while in the process of development, are not yet available. In addition to testing how well our approach can work without the coronal shock, the version used here may be particularly applicable to SEP events from slower (<600 km/s) CMEs, whose shocks typically form or strengthen at the greater heliospheric distances within the ENLIL domain ($r > 20$ Rs). Because we generally lack in-situ measurements along the path of the shock from the Sun to the observer at 1 AU, good agreement of the CORHEL cone model results with L1 plasma and field observations, at least in shock time-of-arrival and shock strength, provides some confidence that the ICME propagation is adequately described by the MHD simulation.

3. Cone model-initiated disturbances in the solar wind

The cone model of CMEs was originally created to provide generalized 3D geometrical descriptions of the structure of CMEs seen in coronagraph images (Howard et al., 1982). Zhao et al. (2002) adopted this model for Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) images, developing systems of parameters and assumptions for routine application. Cone model parameters provide information on the size, speed, location and direction of the injected CME material, under the assumption that the 3D cone whose axis defines the ejecta direction has a circular base cross-section. (We note that recently Zhao (personal communication, 2008) developed a new model with an elliptical cone base.). Odstrcil et al. (2004, 2005) integrated the option for cone model injections of high speed and density ‘gusts’ into his ENLIL MHD solar wind model to mimic ICMEs and their effects. Because cone model injections lack ejecta magnetic fields, they produce interplanetary disturbances most representative of the shock and sheath portion of an ICME.

Both CORHEL and other similar models available at CCMC (Community Coordinated Modeling Center) provide user-oriented versions of the combined cone model/ENLIL solar wind model. The CORHEL simulations of ICMEs use MAS MHD coronal model results (see Riley et al., 2001) for the inner boundary conditions for the ENLIL ambient solar wind at ~20–30 Rs (solar radii) (e.g. Luhmann et al., 2004). The modeled solar wind produced by CORHEL has been extensively evaluated by Owens et al. (2008), who find that it generally captures the large scale solar wind stream structures, features important to accurately model both ICME propagation and the connectivity of an observer to the shock along field lines. Cone model parameters from coronagraph image fits used in the CORHEL model are generally derived by the Stanford group, and in some cases have been adjusted by trial-and-error experimentation to achieve the best fit to L1 in-situ signatures of the ICME.

Previous reports (e.g. Odstrcil et al., 2004, 2005) have described the details of the interplanetary disturbances pro-
duced by launching cone models within CORHEL. The ambient solar wind conditions are established by running CORHEL until a quasi-steady state is achieved. This ambient wind may be a nearly dipolar solar wind near solar minimum, but most often contains a moderate amount of stream structure dictated by the higher order multipolar contributions to the prevailing photospheric magnetic field (e.g. see Lee et al., 2009) for a description of the solar wind structure obtained with this model over an extended period). The cone model parameters are used both to locate the injection of the high density, high speed pressure pulse approximating the CME material, and to set its size, direction and speed of (radial) injection into the ENLIL solar wind model domain. The spherical cone front is adopted because it best represents the shape of the imaged coronal ejecta. Densities in the injected material are generally taken to be $4\times$ the ambient density at the inner boundary of ENLIL. The result is a localized high pressure gust or wave that sweeps through ENLIL up to the CORHEL outer boundary of $\sim 2$ AU heliocentric distance. This pressure wave is distorted by its interaction with the ambient solar wind structure and may steepen into a shock wherever its speed exceeds the local magnetosonic velocity, which varies with radius as well as with the solar wind structure. The interaction with the ambient wind may result in a lenticular concave cross-section if the injection is centered on the slow wind belt of the resulting solar wind (e.g. Riley et al., 1997). However it often produces a much more fragmented and complex disturbance (Odstrcil and Pizzo, 1999), even from the simply shaped injection, as the coronal and interplanetary surroundings are frequently asymmetrical or complex.

With the possible exception of the ISP莫斯 and HAF models of Fry et al. (2003) and Smith et al. (2009), only the cone model has been applied to a large enough number of real CME events to provide a sense of its overall performance, e.g. in describing such variables as shock arrival time and shock strength (Taktakishvili et al., 2009). Several demonstrations of the CORHEL cone model option described by Case et al. (2008) tested the sensitivity of the resulting ICME propagation to background solar wind conditions, but most previous published reports on its use have focused on the widely-studied halo CME on May 12, 1997 (e.g. Thompson et al. and references therein; Arge et al., 2004; Odstrcil et al., 2004, 2005). In addition to a well-observed and characterized ICME measured by Wind spacecraft in-situ instruments, this case also included a classic gradual SEP event. The good fit of the May 12, 1997 CORHEL model results to the ICME and its surroundings made it an ideal candidate for developing and testing a consistent SEP event simulation (Luhmann et al., 2007). The expansion on that earlier study described here further exercises that approach.

4. CORHEL models for the selected events

Fig. 1a–c show the in-situ OMNI measurements for the three events in May and November 1997 and in May 2006 selected for testing our model. The OMNI data, available at the National Space Science Data Center (King and Papatashvili, 1994) provide as uniform an L1 data set as possible for events spanning several mission lifetimes, including solar wind plasma parameters, magnetic fields, and energetic particles. The 1997 data are primarily from the Wind spacecraft, while later data are mainly from ACE. As mentioned above, CORHEL requires the specification of a magnetic synoptic map, which is usually for the Carrington rotation including the event, the eruption time and location on the Sun, a description of the cone width and axis orientation derived from coronagraph images, and the speed of the observed CME at $\sim 20$ Rs (also estimated from the images). The cone model parameters used for the events in this study are given in Table 1.

4.1. May 1997 event

The widely studied May 12, 1997 halo CME and its consequences have undergone intensive analysis, thanks to the unprecedented set of observations by the ISTP spacecraft, including SOHO and Wind (e.g. see Thompson et al., 1998; Plunkett et al., 1998; Webb et al., 2000). The simplicity of the solar disk at the time of this event made it a nearly ideal case for detailed interpretations using models, although the involved active region was very small with a strong magnetic field (e.g. see Liu, 2004). This case was selected by CISM as the focus of its first realistic end-to-end event simulation. The simulated initiation of the CME in the MAS coronal MHD model has been described at a number of venues and is in preparation for publication by Linker and coworkers (personal communication, 2008). In the meantime, the cone model of this event was subjected to intensive testing by Odstrcil et al. (2004, 2005) and Arge et al. (2004), to the point where it is one of the best examples of a cone model application to an observed CME/ICME. We were thus able to apply the cone model results for the May 1997 SEP event modeling with considerable confidence in the underlying solar wind and ICME shock description.

The observations of the main L1 plasma parameters and magnetic field magnitude for this event from the OMNI data base are summarized in Fig. 1a. This ICME has most of the classical signatures. A sudden jump in magnetic field, density and velocity occurs at the preceding shock on day 135, followed by approximately 1 day of enhanced field and velocity, but low to normal density. The period following the shock where the plasma density, velocity and field increase is generally interpreted as the shock driver sheath, composed of compressed, plowed-up solar wind, while the following interval with low to normal density but continuing high field is considered to be the driver or ejecta. The field vectors (not shown) exhibit slow rotations suggesting the passage of a twisted field structure or flux rope.

The measured SEP event profile for this case in the bottom panel of Fig. 1a is a nearly ideal example of a gradual
Fig. 1a. The ICME and SEP event at L1 from the May 12, 1997 Halo CME, as seen in the OMNI data. The top panel shows magnetic field magnitude ($B_{\text{mag}}$), followed in order by solar wind density ($N$), solar wind velocity ($V$) and log of the SEP event proton integral flux in the energy ranges shown in the legend.

Fig. 1b. Same as Fig. 1a but for the November 4, 1997 halo CME. Note that a second CME and related ICME and SEP event occurred on November 6, but our current modeling does not include this second injection.
event, with both a substantial prompt population arriving at L1 several days ahead of the ICME shock, and an ESP enhancement at the lowest energies at the time of shock arrival. It also shows some decrease following the shock arrival, presumably due to exclusion of the energetic particles by the CME ejecta or driver fields driving the ICME shock. The cone model does not include these ejecta fields and so we do not expect to be able to reproduce their influences on the modeled SEP profile. As in most previous SEP event modeling, success would be defined by capturing the pre-shock portion of the profile in this event.

The inner (20 Rs) boundary ambient solar wind velocity map used in the CORHEL model for this event, before the 700 km/s cone model-initiated CME injection, is shown in Fig. 2a. The CME location and cone model injection angular width at this radius is superposed on the conditions during Carrington Rotation (CR) 1922. As mentioned earlier, in CORHEL the boundary conditions are derived from the MAS coronal MHD code results. The nearly central projected location of Earth relative to this simulated CME initiation footprint is marked by the small circle. The modeled ICME at the location of Earth is compared with the OMNI measurements in Fig. 2b. Fig. 2b also shows a snapshot of normalized solar wind density contours in the cone model in both ecliptic plane and meridional cross-sections (Earth is located inside the small white circle). Together, these illustrations give an idea of the state of the heliosphere during the injected material propagation, including the heliolatitudes of high and low speed solar wind, and the solar wind stream interaction compressions resulting from the non-uniform velocities at constant latitudes coupled with solar rotation.

From this first example it is easy to see why SEP event models that do not include underlying solar wind and...
shock structure cannot be expected to produce realistic results. In particular, the low heliolatitude solar wind is so structured by its coronal source(s) that an assumption of a spherical shock that evolves self-similarly or symmetrically is highly unlikely. The lenticular shape of the post-shock compression, from the slow solar wind belt interaction of the ejection (Fig. 2a), is clearly seen in the meridional view in Fig. 2b. As the CME driver or ejecta fields are not modeled in this case, the lack of detailed agreement with the plasma and field observations in the post-shock disturbance, seen in the right panels of Fig. 2b, is expected. SEP fluxes usually decrease inside the ejecta in ecliptic plane events, suggesting their exclusion from the distinct topological structure of the ejecta. Our present model will not show this effect because of the modeled ICME limitations. However, what is most important for the SEP event modeling is the shock timing and strength history as represented by the jumps in the plasma parameters. Both the shock time of arrival at L1 and the shock strength as seen in the density compression are in general agreement with the OMNI data for this event. Furthermore, as previously discussed in Odstrcil et al. (2004, 2005) and Arge et al. (2004), the solar wind structure context of this event, determined by the CORHEL pre-injection solution for Carrington Rotation 1922, was also well-described by the model. If we use the L1 comparison as a measure of the likely success of the entire inner heliosphere simulation, this is the best example obtained.
4.2. November 1997 event

The November 4, 1997 halo CME was not as thoroughly analyzed as the May 1997 event, but it too benefited from the complementary coverage by SOHO imaging and Wind in-situ observations and was among the events studied in earlier observational papers (e.g. Mulligan et al., 1999; Mason et al., 1999; Eto et al., 2002). Mason et al. (1999) provide a description of the associated solar activity, which we will not repeat here. Fig. 1b displays the OMNI in-situ data, including the SEPs, for this event. This case was more complex at both the Sun and in the interplanetary medium. The November 4 CME was followed by a second significant CME on November 6 (associated with the same active region), that interacted with the earlier event’s trailing portions. Type II radio bursts, indicating the formation of a shock in connection with the eruptions, were observed for both events. The shock for the November 4 CME’s ICME arrival occurs at the end of day 310, at a speed of \( \sim 470 \text{ km/s} \). Mulligan et al. (1999) show the details of the ICME magnetic field and discuss the different signatures observed at the WIND and NEAR spacecraft. It is not clear that either spacecraft observed the second ICME from the November 6 event, suggesting that solar rotation over the two day separation period significantly decreased the chances of the in-situ shock encounter. We focus on the November 4 event because it propagates into a relatively undisturbed solar wind, and had a clearly associated ICME.

The SEP event time profile for the November 4, 1997 CME case, in the bottom panel of Fig. 1b, was remarkably simple considering the complicated appearance of the ICME signature. The following larger L1 shock and its SEP event from the November 6 CME could also have been simulated in the same CORHEL run, but the cone parameters derived for that later event were not well-determined. A general problem with sequential events such as this is that the coronagraph images for the second CME are often rendered unusable by the first event’s SEPs affecting the imaging systems. Mason et al. (1999) discuss the November 1997 SEP events in some detail, estimating the time to maximum for the November 4 SEP event at \( \sim 8 \text{ h} \) for 9 MeV/nucleon ions, compared to a 1.4 h direct propagation time to 1 AU. They estimated that the heliocentric distance of the primary injection of the SEPs from the shock in this case was \( \sim 23 \text{ Rs} \). They also point out that the spectral hardness of the second SEP event was greater,
perhaps as a result of preacceleration of some particles by the earlier ICME’s shock passage. One feature that distinguishes this event from the May SEP event is the relative lack of a proton flux depletion following the ESP signature. The arrival of the second event prompt fluxes almost coincident with the first event ESP feature may explain the lack of an effect of the November 4 CME ejecta in the observed time profile.

The cone model boundary conditions and interplanetary results for the November 4, 1997 CME case are shown in Fig. 3a and b, respectively. The cone model-based injection for this event, during Carrington Rotation 1929, was over 2X as broad and slightly faster than for the May 1997 event (see Table 1). While the comparison with the in-situ plasma and field observations is not as good as in the May 1997 case, it nevertheless represents one of the better cone model result comparisons as far as the time of arrival of the shock is concerned. As seen on the right of Fig. 3b, the observed density compression is not well-matched by the simulation. However, we adopt this case as a test of how well the L1 shock jump must be reproduced to obtain a reasonable SEP event simulation. The rationale is that the calculated SEP event depends on the cumulative description of the modeled shock throughout its inner heliosphere transit, and not just at L1. This event’s significantly wider disturbance than in the May 1997 case, as seen in the density contours in Fig. 3b, also predisposes the observer to a possibly longer shock connection time.

4.3. December 2006 event

The December 13, 2006 halo CME was observed after STEREO launch in October 2006, but before the STEREO imagers were commissioned, and before the spacecraft were in their heliocentric orbits. SOHO imagers captured this event and the closely spaced STEREO, ACE and Wind all detected essentially the same ICME starting December 15, seen in the OMNI data plot in Fig. 1c. This case represents the only major SEP event observed on STEREO before solar activity subsided into the cycle 23 minimum (von Rosenvinge et al., 2009). While we are not able to use these data as an example of a separated measurement of an ICME and SEP event, it nonetheless provides an interesting case for this modeling study.

The solar activity surrounding this event included four significant X-ray flares occurring in the associated active region as it passed over the visible disk between December 5 and December 14. In addition to the fast (~1800 km/s)
December halo CME, another halo CME with an estimated speed of \(\sim 1000 \text{ km/s}\) occurred on December 14. Liu et al. (2008) describe further details of these eruptions and their solar signatures. The early flares (December 5, 6) occurred when the active region was on the eastern part of the disk, while the flares accompanying the December 13, 14 halo CMEs occurred at W23 and W46 longitudes, putting them in the sector where prompt SEPs are known to have the best magnetic connectivity to Earth. However, the presence of the eastern disk activity may be considered a factor in possible seed population production for later acceleration by the halo CME shocks. In fact the easternmost event on December 5 had the largest flare of the entire period.

The ICME disturbance(s) for this period (see Fig. 1c) have all the ideal characteristics of a classical ICME, including a leading shock, and a sheath or solar wind compression region followed by ejecta magnetic fields that slowly rotate as expected for a flux rope topology (Mulligan et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2008). The arrival time of the ejecta fields is consistent with their origin in the 13 December halo CME, but it is not clear whether any L1 plasma and field signature of the 14 December halo CME was detected, in part because of the ICME’s simple appearance and in part because the observed ejecta magnetic fields can be modeled as a single flux rope (Liu et al., 2008). It is thus possible that the L1 location was affected only by the 13 December event, a working assumption we adopt here.

As in the November 1997 case described above, the 13 December event was not isolated, but began near the end of a large eastern disk eruption a few days earlier, and overlapped the later 14 December event period while the ICME was passing L1 (e.g. Mulligan et al., 2008). Several detailed descriptions of the SEP measurements for this case, also seen at Ulysses at higher heliolatitudes, have been presented, in part because it provided a first on-orbit calibration for the STEREO energetic particle sensors (Mulligan et al., 2008; Malandraki et al., 2009; von Rosenvinge et al., 2009). The SEPs from the preceding eastern disk CME/ICME gradual event decay phase can still be seen at the time of the main event onset in the lower panel of Fig. 1c. In addition, multiple fluctuations in the SEP fluxes were detected during the ICME ejecta passage. It has been suggested these were caused by new injections from continued flaring in the same region (e.g. Mulligan et al., 2008), or by unusual anisotropies and complex magnetic connections to the shock source within the ejecta (von Rosenvinge et al., 2009). This case thus represents the most complicated case we subjected to the present modeling approach. Here we take the most simplistic view of the
SEP event and presume, as for the ICME observations, that it is dominated by the 13 December CME-related shock source.

Fig. 4a and b shows the CORHEL inner boundary and 1 AU simulated L1 plasma and field time series for this case, which is the widest and fastest of the three cone model CMEs (see Table 1). The estimated speed of this event at 20 Rs was \( \sim 1200 \text{ km/s} \), indicating some deceleration in the corona relative to its initial speed. Note that the inner boundary velocity map for CR2051 (Fig. 4a) includes a more structured slow solar wind belt than in the two preceding cases. The comparison of the plasma and field data with the cone model results in Fig. 4b reinforces the idea that even the pre-shock conditions are more structured or may be unsteady. In this case the L1 shock jump may also be compromised by disturbed conditions from the flanks of the earlier eastern disk events, even though the cone model shock arrival timing is reasonable. In the future, this period may represent a good case for experimentation with multiple cone model CME injections. However for the present study we test the single event assumption for this case also.

5. Identifying and characterizing the CORHEL cone model shock

One of the primary challenges faced by the shock-accelerated SEP models is the proper identification and description of the interplanetary shock, and in particular, its location and evolving strength. This task is complicated by the limited spatial resolution of the MHD simulations, especially as heliocentric distance increases, coupled with potential confusion from other significant gradients that develop – including those from interactions of the high and low speed solar wind at low to mid-heliolatitudes. To routinely characterize the observer-connected shocks in the cone model results, we developed a shock-finding algorithm that searches for the largest gradients in the MHD parameters along an observer-connected field line at a particular time step. For this purpose, MHD grid snapshots are saved in CORHEL hdf format output files at \( \sim 6 \text{ min} \) (event time) intervals, although a user can choose to alter this time resolution in their original CORHEL cone model run. Starting at the observer, a field line is traced in the grided data for each time step inward to the Sun, and outward to the CORHEL boundary at \( 2 \text{ AU} \). The MHD variables at each position step along the field line are saved together with the position, in a file that reorders the data to trace continuously from the outermost point, inward. In the current version \( \sim 2500 \) field lines are saved for the equivalent number of time steps. Fig. 5 shows several field lines from a CORHEL run that illustrate the significant departure from a pure Parker Spiral geometry that occurs around the time of an event in the simulation. It is clear that the use of a Parker Spiral field description will fail to capture the complicated details of even a simple ICME disturbance such as that produced by a cone model CME.
In the next computational step the gradients of the MHD variables are calculated along the field line and normalized by the square of the radial distance. A smoothing filter is then applied to the gradients to filter out numerical oscillations. The field line is searched for the largest filtered gradient in a specified MHD quantity, starting from the outermost point and moving inward. The location of the largest gradient is then identified as the shock location. From that point the gradients are followed inward until the filtered gradient changes sign. The location of the sign change, or ideally when the gradient is zero, is taken to be the downstream point. Then starting at the shock location the field line is traced outward until the MHD variable drops to less than 10% of its value at the shock location. This is taken to be the upstream point. If the shock was substantially structured by its interaction with the solar wind over modest scales, then an obliquely intersecting field line would not provide a very good sample of what is upstream and downstream. It could enter and leave the shock where conditions are quite different from a crossing along a local shock normal. However if the shock is relatively large scale and locally near-planar, at least over the span of the field line intersection, than the upstream and downstream parameters would be relatively uniform.

Given our use of MHD variables along field lines to compute the shock jump, this means the latter type of shock should produce a better match to our present shock jump calculation. In the present version of the code we accept any errors related to this approach to shock jump calculations, with the assumption that future improvements can occur.

Fig. 6a–c illustrate the normalized dynamic pressure along sampled field lines at different times, and the locations the algorithm identifies as the shock gradient start and stop (diamond and triangle symbols). We find that both dynamic pressure and density provide the clearest identification of shock gradients, with dynamic pressure the most robust. As described in Luhmann et al. (2007), the density compression ratio and other shock parameters are then calculated at the point of the largest gradient (+ symbols in Fig. 3a), and stored in a file containing the time history of the observer-connected shock location and strength. As suggested by the examples in Fig. 3a, upstream and downstream values used to calculate the jumps are difficult to determine. There is frequently little to no plateau in the downstream values, and the peak is identified as the downstream value, while the upstream may be either in the ambient medium or at some interim point if there is an inflection. When more than one shock or other large

Fig. 7a. Observer-connected shock heliocentric locations and compression ratios or jumps found for the May 1997 event model at locations 60° and 30° trailing (−) L1, at L1, and at 30° and 60° leading (+) L1, from top to bottom. The jumps are defined in the standard way as the ratio of downstream and upstream values of density ($N$), as determined by the shock finder (see text). Jumps larger than the usual limit of 4 are found because the shock finding algorithm used often includes the following ICME sheath field pileup region in the evaluation of the downstream field (see text for further discussion of the challenges of identifying and characterizing the shock in the MHD heliospheric code results).
gradient is present on a field line, the present shock finding algorithm saves information only for the strongest gradient. This means that if multiple CME injections have occurred, or if there is a stream interaction-related compression region present that produces a larger gradient than the cone model generated structure, that feature is automatically selected to describe the ‘SEP’ injection at that time step. Thus corotating shocks in ENLIL may also be sources of energetic particles in this treatment. We attempt to restrict the inclusion of the more distributed large gradients associated with stream interaction ridges by requiring that the identified largest gradient occupies less than 100 points along the field line (about a few tenths of an AU). One additional caveat is that use of the gradient along the field line can significantly underestimate the shock strength for quasiperpendicular shocks, but we assume for the present that the shock is so large-scale that the quasiparallel geometry describes the dominant source. This avoids the considerable complications of computing the jumps along the shock normal, with the final results providing the most straightforward test of this assumption.

Fig. 7a–c shows the shock strength histories obtained for each of the three events in this study, calculated for the five nominal observer locations in Fig. 5, representing the Earth (L1 point) and nominal STEREO spacecraft positions at 30° and 60° heliospheric longitude ahead (+, representing STEREO-A) and behind (−, representing STEREO-B) the Earth’s. It is important to understand that these histories are neither radial histories nor histories of the shock along a particular heliospheric field line. Rather they are the time sequence of shock strengths that affect these specific observers. The shock jump histories are quite complicated in some cases, and the value of the computed density compression, which we use to parameterize the SEP injections, often exceeds 4. As noted earlier, this depends on how a particular field line through the observer is configured and the surrounding structures. If there are stepped gradients, for example, the shock finder may select the part of the step that includes the compression maximum in the cone model material as the downstream rather than the shock ahead of it that is not well-separated from the entire sheath-like disturbance (e.g. as in Fig. 6b). The sample field lines plotted in Fig. 5 also illustrate the geometrical challenges of identifying upstream and downstream on a field line that undergoes many changes of direction as it is increasingly distorted by the ICME and the solar wind stream structure with which it interacts.

At this stage of development we work with the jumps in Figs. 7a–c and adjust the calibration factors for the injected SEP fluxes empirically, under the assumption that they still reflect the relative strength of the evolving shock source. In other words, when we set our fixed shock jump-dependent shock source description, we use a normalization factor that produces fluxes of the order of magnitude of the

Fig. 7b. Same as Fig. 7a but for the November 1997 case. The large jumps are due to shock finder issues described in the text and in Fig. 5 caption.
observed fluxes. We accept that we are working with MHD model-derived jump conditions that reflect the general sense of the shock strength evolution, but are compromised in their values by mixing with the ICME sheath compression. Thus our source strength normalization, determined by roughly matching modeled to observed flux levels (with a single normalization factor for all events shown), implicitly takes this into account. It is nonetheless important that this normalization factor is the same for all events. We do not make event-by-event adjustments. We plan to eventually revise the shock finder program to use the shock normal direction to define the shock jump, however, this more desirable but more computationally intensive option will still be subject to the same difficulties of identifying what is upstream and what is downstream in a highly structured medium. We also expect the situation to be somewhat different when ejecta fields are introduced. Under such circumstances the shock may become better separated from its driver, and the ICME sheath region thus better defined. In any case shock identification in the MHD codes remains a key challenge for SEP event modeling.

6. Modeled SEP events

The modeled SEP event time series obtained using the shock histories described above are shown in Fig. 8a–c, which display differential fluxes at a range of energies between 1 and 100 MeV for the five observers. These results are intended to be illustrative of the capability of the approach, as they represent the same level of information a typical researcher or forecaster might have at their disposal. We tracked proton energies patterned on the IMP-8 detectors that provided exceptional observations for the May 12, 1997 event (Tylka, personal communication, 2004), though any energy can be specified in the model. Our use of the shock histories in Fig. 3b both illustrates an advantage of this model for considering a range of observer connection geometries, and gives an idea of the expected longitudinal differences in SEP event time profiles for ‘STEREO’ observers at 30° and 60° from L1 (see Fig. 5). The results are stacked with the farthest Earth-trailing location at the top, progressing through L1 down to the farthest Earth-leading location. Several features stand out in these results. One is that the longitudinal extent and strength of the shock (as inferred from Figs. 2–4 and Fig. 7a–c) determine the multipoint outcome, as expected. Another is that the details of the observer-connected shock structure seen in Fig. 7a–c are smoothed out in the SEP events by the integration of injections from the constantly moving and evolving shock source. Pitch angle distribution histories obtained from the SEP event model for each energy range show ~30–60° wide, field aligned beams that become nearly isotropic when the shock reaches the observer, and may
appear bidirectional afterward. Analyses of these anisotropies, which are not generally available in historical event data, will be discussed in a future report. However, due to the effect of the magnetic mirror force in the diverging interplanetary field, early SEP event field-aligned distributions are expected when the observer is connected to the shock source closer to the Sun (e.g., Reames et al., 2001).

The May 12, 1997 case in Fig. 8a shows significant differences in both fluxes and time profiles from observer to observer. As this is the narrowest halo CME (see Table 1, Fig. 2b), only the most centrally located observers detect the ICME shock-associated SEPs. The trailing observer at −30 degrees longitude separation sees the highest SEP fluxes and most energetic spectra. Their event also lasts the longest time, consistent with the length of the different shock connection histories in Fig. 7a. In Fig. 8b, the November 1997 case, resulting from a much wider CME (Table 1), is seen to produce nearly identical SEP time profiles for the Earth-trailing and L1 observers. The modeled event onset is delayed the most at the leading observer’s position, where only the flank of the shock (see Fig. 3b) is intercepted by the observer field line after the shock nose is well-past the centrally located observer. The spectrum is also softest or least energetic at this location, commensurate with the weaker shock at the flank (see Fig. 7b). The results for the December 2006 case, in Fig. 7c, exhibit more variation from location to location, and more structure in the time profiles. In this case there is less centrally located symmetry in the shock development (Fig. 4b), and a more structured background slow solar wind belt with which it interacts (Fig. 4a). Again the leading observer experiences the weakest, least energetic, and shortest duration modeled SEP event due to its glancing shock connection (Fig. 7c). The L1 location experiences the longest lasting event, but the closer trailing observer experiences the largest fluxes and hardest spectra around the event onset, in both the November 1997 and December 2006 cases the trailing and L1 observer profiles show the most closely coincident onsets. This is because the upstream field connections to the simulated shock front occur earliest at these locations, when the halo CME shock is close to the Sun.

In Fig. 9a–c the modeled L1 results have been calculated for energies better suited to approximate the integral fluxes in the OMNI data (Fig. 1a–c), and normalized (with a common factor for all three events) to the observed values for comparison. Once the best single normalization factor was determined from visual comparisons to all of the time series, no adjustments were made from event to event or observer to observer. This normalization factor applied to the entire time profile and is determined by numerical rather than physical considerations, most specifically on the number of test particles injected at each time step of
Fig. 8b. Same as Fig. 6a but for the November 1997 case.

Fig. 8c. Same as Fig. 6a but for the December 2006 case.
the SEP event model code (see Luhmann et al., 2007 for a background discussion). The model calculations assume the relative SEP production efficiency in these examples depends only on the connected shock strengths indicated in Fig. 6a-c. Such fixed normalization must be an attribute of any scheme that would be useful for SEP event forecasting. The modeled L1 time series in Figs. 9a–c are roughly consistent with the observations in spite of the many approximations and simplifications made. Both the integral flux levels and profile shapes are qualitatively similar, although the modeled time profiles appear to have an overall shorter duration than the observed profiles. This could be due to the details of the modeled ICME, which determines the shape and spatial extent of the shock using the cone model initiation, and is not necessarily a deficiency of the SEP event calculation. The December 2006 case is especially notable because the model seems to capture some of the structure in the time profile. While it has been previously suggested (e.g. Mulligan et al., 2008) that this structure may result from a second injection of particles, our results indicate that an alternative interpretation may lie the history of the observer-shock connections, which are not always simple, nor is the shock structure itself (e.g. von Rosenvinge et al., 2009). The cone model-initiated ICMEs for these events, which include the ambient solar wind structure, have the potential to capture some of this detailed geometry.

One of the commonly observed SEP event features that we do not capture with the current modeling scheme is the sometimes notably gradual onset of eastern disk CME-related events (Cane et al., 1988). In this study of L1 halo CME cases, the calculated time profiles for Earth-leading, or STEREO A positions for narrower events such as May 1997 (Fig. 8a) show onsets similar to the L1 profiles. It is not clear at this stage whether this is a consequence of the cone model initiation (which omits portions of the initial shock radial profile and has sharp boundaries at the cone edges), of our shock search criteria that may bias against weak and/or highly perpendicular ICME shocks, the lack of a shock normal angle dependence in our shock source description, or the lack of cross-field transport in our current transport model. Further numerical experimentation is necessary to understand this model behavior.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have described some initial tests of a gradual SEP proton event model-based on cone model-initiated ICMEs within a realistic solar wind model. The approach we use emphasizes the non-diffusive aspects of SEP events outside of a localized shock source ‘black box’. It is a completely forward-modeling approach that uses observations only to characterize the boundary conditions and CME-
related disturbance near the Sun. We calculated SEP event flux time profiles for three Halo CME events observed by spacecraft at five 1 AU observer locations including L1, where observations were generally available. The results are determined by the underlying shock evolution and the magnetic field connections to the observer. We found some correspondences between the model results and L1 in-situ measurements, although the multipoint aspects of the model event predictions could not be tested, pending further observations from STEREO. The need for good CME/ICME simulations to provide accurate background information for realistic SEP event models is clear from these results, regardless of the need (or not) for scattering parameterizations during SEP transport.

The aim of this study was to provide further tests of what may lead to a useful SEP event analysis and forecast tool when coupled with coronagraph observations. If the cone model of CMEs used to initiate interplanetary disturbances continues to be the most practical approach to real ICME prediction and simulation, the framework applied here may represent an early step to a SEP event model that is potentially general. Future efforts will involve experimentation with different types of events, including real multipoint cases, with adjusted assumptions regarding the shock identification and source characterization, with particle transport optionally modified by scattering processes, and with CME/ICME MHD model case studies that include the corona and simulated ejecta magnetic fields. Other features such as the ESP portion of the event require further study and developments.
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